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SUMMER CAMP • AUGUST 22-26  
DTS SUMMER CAMPS 

DTS NY offers a variety of soccer specific summer camps. All camps are geared to progress your child athletically while 

challenging them mentally to understand teamwork, break down barriers, make new friends, and most importantly have 

a memorable and fun camp experience. 

DTS Soccer Camps are specifically designed to emphasize both 
team play and individual skill development. By reaching beyond 
the traditional soccer camp sessions of dribbling, passing, 
heading etc., players will learn the strategic and mental aspect of 
the sport through tactical and technical games and drills 
conducted by our professional DTS trainers. Each camp session is 
constructed to help players achieve their maximum potential 
through progressive exercises that are age appropriate, as well 
as ability appropriate, individually gratifying and 
developmentally challenging.  

Camp sessions will encourage your player to step out of their 
comfort zone and expand their horizons by learning new 
techniques and implementing new skills in a constructive and safe atmosphere. Our goal is to not only improve your 
child’s overall soccer ability, but to do so in a comfortable and fun environment! 

 

CAMP DETAILS 

Location: 175 W Shore Rd, Port Washington, NY 11050  
(North Hempstead Beach Park) 

Date:   August 22 through 26 (Monday-Friday) 
Time:  9AM-3PM 
Ages:  7 and up, boys & girls 
Price:  $275 full week 
 

 Hosted in association with our partner Unlimited Sports Action 

 Lunch purchase on location possible 
 

REGISTRATION: WWW.DTS-NY.COM 

CALL 516-633-8953 / NYDIRECTOR@DUTCHTOTALSOCCER.COM 

 

http://www.dts-ny.com/portwashington/
NYDIRECTOR@DUTCHTOTALSOCCER.COM
http://dts-ny.com/
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ABOUT DUTCH TOTAL SOCCER 

Dutch Total Soccer (DTS) is a Soccer training organization with a broad expertise in all aspects of Soccer and operates 
as a club neutral organization on Long Island. DTS runs classes and clinics to support Soccer clubs and facilities in the tri 
state area. Our coaches provide supplemental training to players of all ages and experience. 

We focus on providing supplemental structured training for players based on the unique Dutch coaching philosophy with 
top priority on the player’s ball control and tactical development. Players will be constantly challenged to achieve 
individual or team goals and learn what to do, when to do it, and how to do it at the technical and tactical speed that is 
required in the modern Soccer game. 

Dutch Total Soccer (DTS) consists of professional International trainers licensed by the Union of European Football 
Associations (UEFA) and have a sports-teacher background as true teachers of the game. 

CLASSES 

Our DTS coaches run Soccer skills classes that focus on the players’ overall 

development in addition to specific skills and techniques that are required in 

today’s modern game. DTS classes will assist children’s development into multi-

dimensional players that are comfortable in all different situations on the field 

PRIVATE TRAINING 

It takes about 10,000 hours of practice to become a top class athlete in any 

sports discipline. Private Soccer Training accelerates the development of players 

of all ages through a specialized training program, designed around the distinct 

needs of the player that can be difficult to teach in a team environment, or that 

needs special attention. 

Before starting a Private Training our professional staff sets up a specific 

personal program to make the players experience challenging and enjoyable. 

During the Private Training our coaches will, where needed, adjust the program 

according to a player’s strengths, weaknesses, and developmental needs.  

TEAM TRAINING 

Whether your team is a high level premier team or plays at a recreational level our staff can customize a training 
program for all your team needs. Our staff can attend one of your matches to conduct a match analysis and/or a written 
evaluation of your team’s training requirements. 
Before the season starts our trainer will provide your team with goals for the season for the following aspects of the 
game: Technical, Tactical, Physical and Mental. The trainer will also break it down into sub goals as to what he/she will 
accomplish on a weekly basis. All training plans are available upon request. 
 

The game of soccer is constantly evolving and now more than ever, coaches are realizing that it is essential for players to 

be able to adapt to modern techniques and tactical play. Since Dutch Total Soccer established itself in 2001, over a 

thousand coaches have hired our professional staff to train their teams. 


